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Meet a Scientologist—Yulia Gould’s Path to Freedom

Yulia Gould spans the landscape of arts, professions and interests.  A Clearwater, 

Florida-based graphic artist, professional interpreter, public relations officer and 

events coordinator, she is also a certified scuba diver who loves skiing, skydiving 

and traveling the world. And although raised in the Soviet Union where the only 

“religion” was atheism, she has been a Scientologist since she was 14. 

“I have walked a long way from being born and raised an atheist to finding my 

spiritual side through Scientology,” she says.  “Realizing that I am not just an 

‘animal’ as I was taught in school gave me a different level of responsibility for 

my actions. It matters what we do with our lives.  I want to make the world a 

better place through my art and work.”

From a background where freedom and basic human rights were not available, 

Gould doesn’t take these rights for granted. One of her passions is promoting 
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religious and cultural diversity, a goal she pursues by volunteering in groups that 

promote religious tolerance.  And she is particularly proud that her painting “The 

Awakening” is part of the collection of the founder of the “Pave the Way 

Foundation,” a nonsectarian public foundation that identifies and eliminates 

obstacles between faiths.

“As a professional and an artist I really appreciate freedom of speech and 

expression,” she says.  “I am very gratified that I belong to a church that 

sponsors an international human rights campaign.”

Yulia became involved in Scientology in Russia after the fall of the Soviet Union.

“Both of my parents are MDs,” she says.  “They knew that there was more to life 

than what is normally taught in school.  They were searching for the answers. 

We saw a TV show featuring Dianetics and they became really interested, as it 

showed the way to help people alleviate psychosomatic illnesses where 

traditional medical approaches are not enough.”

Gould and her parents enrolled in a Dianetics seminar in Moscow.

“It answered all my question about human behavior—why people sometimes act 

in a way that seems to have no explanation. I realized here was something that 

could change my life and the lives of others for the better,” she says.

The entire family continued to study and practice Scientology and Dianetics and 

it made an enormous difference in Gould’s life. 
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“I used to be very shy. I was reluctant to speak up,” she says.  “Now I really 

enjoy communication and working with people. Scientology has really helped me 

get my message across confidently and professionally, whether in interpreting, 

art or personal relationships. Through Scientology, life has become much easier 

to understand.  If I have an issue or a problem in some area, I know that there 

is some aspect of Scientology technology that I can learn and use to make things 

better for myself and others.”

To meet Scientologists from all walks of life, view more than 200 “Meet a 

Scientologist” videos on www.Scientology.org. 

###

The popular “Meet a Scientologist” profiles on the Church of Scientology  

International Video Channel at Scientology.org now total more than 200  

broadcast-quality documentary videos featuring Scientologists from diverse  

locations and walks of life. The personal stories are told by Scientologists who  

are educators, teenagers, skydivers, a golf instructor, a hip-hop dancer, IT  

manager, stunt pilot, mothers, fathers, dentists, photographers, actors,  

musicians, fashion designers, engineers, students, business owners and more.

A digital pioneer and leader in the online religious community, in April 2008 the  

Church of Scientology became the first major religion to launch its own official  

YouTube Video Channel, with videos now viewed more than 8.1 million times. 
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Scientologist Yulia Gould
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